
Global Cable Wire Stripper
Model No. ML-0

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Item No. ML-0
Power Hand Crank / *Drill Operated

Stripping Capacity Min:14 Gauge MAX: 1 inch OD & Romex
Dimension 4 Inch X 6 Inch X 16 Inch

Weight 20 lb

Distributed by
North America: Cablestrip Recycling Canada

Australia & New Zealand: Cablestrip Recycling Australia

Owner’s Manual
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GENERAL SAFETY WARNINGS

CAUTION: Before using this wire stripper or any of its accessories read this manual
and follow all Safety Rules and Operating Instructions.

WORK AREA
Keep your work area clean and well lit. Cluttered benches and dark areas invite accidents.

Keep bystanders, children and visitors away while operating the tool. Distractions can cause the
operator to lose control.

PERSONAL SAFETY
Stay alert, be aware of the surroundings, and use common sense when operating a tool. Do not use
a tool while tired or under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or medication. A moment of inattention
while operating a power tool may result in serious personal in injury.

Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry.

Contain long hair. Keep hair, clothing and gloves away from moving parts. Loose clothing, jewelry, or
long hair can get caught in moving parts.

Remove adjusting keys and wrenches before using the tool. A Wrench or key that is left attached to
a rotating part of the tool may result in personal injury.

Do not overreach. Keep proper footing and balance at all times. Proper footing and balance allows
the operator to maintain better control of the tool in unexpected situations.

Use safety equipment. Always wear eye protection.

Use a dust mask, non-skid safety shoes, and a hardhat, or hearing protection when appropriate.

USE AND CARE OF TOOLS
Use clamps or another practical means to secure and support the work piece to a stable platform.
Holding the work in a hand or against the body is not stable, and may lead to loss of control.

Do not force the tool. Use the correct tool for the application. The correct tool will do the job better
and safer when used at the rate that it was designed to work at.
When tools are not in use, store them out of the reach of children or untrained persons. Tools are
dangerous in the hands of untrained users.

Maintain tools with care. Keep cutting tools sharp and clean. Properly maintained cutting tools with
sharp cutting edges are less likely to bind and are easier to control.
Inspect the tool for misalignment or binding of moving parts, broken parts, and any other condition
that may affect the operation of the tool. If it is damaged, have the tool serviced before using it. Many
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accidents are caused by poorly maintained tools.

Use only accessories that are recommended by the manufacturer for this model. Accessories that
are suitable for one tool may become hazardous when used with another tool.

SERVICE
Tool servicing must be performed by qualified personnel. Service or maintenance performed by
non-qualified personnel could result in a risk of injury.

When servicing a tool, use only identical replacement parts.

CONTENTS IN THE PACKAGE

Package A Package B

* Drill Operated: Drill NOT included and must be purchased separately
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KNOW YOUR CABLE/WIRE STRIPPER

NOTE: Replacement blade is NOT included and must be purchased separately.

WIRE INTAKE ADPATORS

MOUNTING HOLES

HAND CRANK/
*DRILL OPERATED

CUTTING DEPTH
ADJUSTMENT

CUTTING DEPTH
ADJUSTMENT

CUTTING BLADE
ALIGNMENT
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OPERATING

ATTENTION:
Before start, please make sure the machine is properly secured or mounted on the safe working
platform by either using attached mounting screws.
or clamps from other resources.

Carefully adjust the height of cutting blade by using cutting depth adjustment handle and ensure the
cutting blade does not touch driving gear.

WARNING: Insert your fingers or any body parts into the machine can result serious
injury and permanently physical damage.

Step1: Install the wire intake adaptor based on the wire size that is ready to be stripped and lock the
wire intake adaptor in place by using the lock screw.

Step 2: Adjust the wire intake adaptor assembly up or down into proper position to prepare for
stripping.

TIPS: Central point of cutting area inside the machine should be always slightly higher than the
central point of the cutting object (wire), by setting it this way will allow the driving gear to provide
100% pulling force on the cutting object (wire).

LOCK SCREW
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Step 3: Adjust the blade to proper cutting depth that is about to cut the insulation ONLY.

Step 4: Align and lock the cutting blade right in the cutting centre position by using cutting blade
alignment set screws.

Step 5: Ensure that the exit path of the wire is free from objects by adjusting the back window cover.

Step 6: Insert wire through wire intake and make sure the wire’s size is matching the specific intake.

UP DOWN
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Step 7: Rotate the driving gear in clockwise direction to start stripping the wire by using either hand
crank or the power drill.

ATTENTION:
Continue above working and make sure always keep safety distance from your hands to the cutting
blade.

TIPS: To strip smaller diameter wire, our lab test shows using power drill to drive the gear will make
cutting process easier, quicker and provide better pulling force evenly over the wire compare to hand
cranking.

Use hand crank to strip the large wire offers better pulling torque and stripping performance result.
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HOW TO REPLACE THE CUTTING BLADE

WARNING: Protective Gloves must be worn when handling sharp blade
Tools May Be Needed In This Operation:

Hex Key Adjustable Spanner Wrench

Bench Vise or Lock device

Step 1: Use hex key to remove the top 4 bolts

Step 2: Take out the whole blade assembly and use hex key to remove the top 4 bolts

Step 4: Lock the whole blade holder with bench vise or lock device and remove the nut by using
adjustable wrench.

Step 3: Remove the side block by slightly pulling arrow direction
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MAINTENANCE
GENERAL

WARNING：When servicing this tool, use only identical replacement parts. The use of
any other part may create a hazard or cause product damage.
DO NOT use solvents when cleaning plastic parts. Plastics are susceptible to damage from various
types of commercial solvents and may be damaged by their use. Use a clean cloth to remove dirt,
dust, oil, grease etc.

WARNING: Do not allow brake fluids, gasoline, petroleum-based products, penetrating
oils, etc. to come into contact with plastic parts. They contain chemicals that can damage,
weaken or destroy plastic.
DO NOT abuse or force the tool. Abusive practices can damage the tool and the work piece.

WARNING: Do not attempt to modify tools or create accessories. Any such alteration or
modification is misuse and could result in a hazardous condition leading to possible serious
injury. It will also void the warranty.
It has been found that ML-0 is subjected to possible premature failure when they are used to strip
wires or cables size over 1 inch. The torque from wires size over 1” are highly abrasive to machine
parts such as gears, bearing, shafts and cutting blades etc. Consequently, it is not recommended
that this machine to be used for extended work on any oversized cables. During any use on this
machine it is extremely important that the machine is cleaned frequently by blowing the accumulated
debris out with an air jet.

WARNING: Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses with side shields and working
gloves during all stripping operations. It is critical that you make sure the power is
unplugged, wear safety goggles or safety glasses with side shields, working gloves and a
dust mask while blowing dust out of the stripping area with an air jet. Failure to take these
safety precautions could result in permanent eye, hand, or lung damage.
LUBRICATION
All the bearings in this tool are lubricated with a sufficient amount of high-grade lubricant for the first
year of the unit under normal conditions. However further lubrication can be made if necessary as
following specified lubricating point.
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EXPLODED VIEW & PARTS LIST

WARNING：When servicing, use only original identical replacement parts. The use of any other part
may create a safety hazard or cause product damage.

Any attempt to repair or replace electrical parts on this cable stripper may create a safety hazard unless repairs
are performed by a qualified technician. For more information, call Toll-free helpline at

Services & Parts: 1-877-286-7886

LOCKING NUT

TOP COVER

LEAD ROD

LOCKING SCREW

BACK COVER

COVER SCREW

ADAPTER PLATE

DRIVING GEAR

CLEAR PLATE

RIGHT PLATE

ALIGNMENT

SET SCREW

HANDLE

DRILL ADAPTOR

MOVING PLATE

BASE PLATE

SCREWS

MOUNTING SCREW

LOCKING NUT

BLADE HOLDER

LOCK WASHER

BLADE

BLADE SHAFT

HEX SCREWS

FRONT COVER

WIRE ADAPTOR

ADAPATOR HOLDER

BLADE BEARING

SPINDLE

LOCKING SCREW

LEFT PLATE

ADAPTER PLATE WASHER

SCREWS
HANDLE LOCKING SCREW

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT HANDLE
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1-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
This Maple Legend product is guaranteed for a period of 1 year from the date of original retail purchase
against defects in workmanship and material, except for the following components:

A: Cutting Blade B: Other Wear And Tear Parts if applicable
Subject to the conditions and limitations described below, this product, if returned to us with proof of
purchase within the stated warranty period and if covered under this warranty, will be repaired or replaced
(with the same mode, or one of equal value or specification, at our option, We will bear the cost of any
repair or replacement and any costs of labor relating thereto.
These warranties are subject to the following conditions and limitations:

a) a bill of sale verifying the purchase and purchase date must be provided;
b) This warranty will not apply to any product or part there of that is worn or broken or that has become

inoperative due to abuse , misuse, accidental damage, neglect or lack of proper installation,
operation or maintenance (at outlined in the applicable owner’s manual or operating instructions )
or that is being used for professional, commercial or rental purposes;

c) This warranty will not apply to normal wear and tear or to expendable parts or accessories that may
be supplied with the product that are expected to become  inoperative or unusable after a
reasonable period of use

d) This warranty will not apply to routine maintenance and consumable items, including but not limited
to fuel, lubricants, blades, bits, fluids, tune-ups or adjustments;

e) This warranty will not apply where damage is caused by repairs made or attempted by others(i.e.:
persons not authorized by the manufacturer);

f) This warranty will not apply to any product that was sold to the original purchased as a reconditioned
or refurbished product(unless otherwise specified in writing)

g) This warranty will not apply to any product or part thereof if any part from another manufacturer is
installed therein or any repairs or alterations have been made or attempted by unauthorized
persons;

h) This warranty will not apply to normal deterioration of the exterior finish including but not limited to
scratches, dents, paint chips, or to any corrosion or discoloring by heat, abrasive and chemical
cleaners; and this warranty will not apply to component parts sold by and identified as the product
of another company, which shall be covered under the product manufacturer’s warranty, if any.

Additional limitations
This warranty applies only to the original purchaser, and cannot be transferred. Neither the retailer nor the
manufacturer shall be liable for any other expense, loss or damage, including but not limited to any indirect,
incidental, consequential or exemplary damages arising in connection with the sale, use or inability to use
this product.

Notice to Consumer
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights, which may vary from province
to province, the provisions contained in this warranty are not intended to limit, modify, take away from,
disclaim or exclude any statutory warranties set forth in any applicable provincial or federal legislation.
Maple Legend is dedicated to bring you the top industrial standard product selected for their workmanship
and materials. These products are designed to meet rigorous quality and performance standards, and
each unit is tested by our quality assurance inspector.

NORTH AMERICA TOLL FREE HELPLINE: 1-877-286-7886


